Motorised fishing barrow

Here we have a new concept that I have been working on and personally using over the last 6 months.

If like me you carry way too much gear or are starting to struggle with pushing your barrow or trolley, then this is definitely for you!

You tube link to motorised fishing barrow

It is based on a shuttle system with a motorised battery powered rear wheel assembly. The rear wheel assembly is mounted on a quality laser cut painted aluminium plate which can be fully removed for ease of transport. This is also an added feature that the original shuttle rear legs can be fitted to convert back to a normal barrow for those short walks where the motor is not required.

The barrow is controlled from the handle with an on / off switch and a speed regulator. The handle assembly can also be removed again for ease of transport.

The battery is easily fitted, connected and removed and has plenty of power to help you get to your peg.

I have personally used one identical to this on a festival and got two days use with no problem.
It also comes with a charger to top up the battery when needed anyway.

This is a quality engineered piece of kit with time, effort and attention to detail having gone into the end product.

**What’s provided (actual picture may differ slightly on each build)**

- Barrow / shuttle
- Rear wheel motor assembly
- Battery
- Charger

I can also convert your own shuttle barrow to a motorised version if you already have one.

For more details please call Neil on 07976 982081 or email [dudsthefisherman@googlemail.com](mailto:dudsthefisherman@googlemail.com)